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WHAT IS A MUXE?

A MUXE IS A PERSON WHO IS BORN A MAN BUT DISPLAYS FEMININE CHARACTERISTICS. THEY ARE USUALLY COMFORTABLE IN THEIR MALE PHYSIQUE AND ENJOY DRESSING IN TRADITIONAL WOMEN’S ATTIRE.

A TRANSVESTITE IS A BOY WHO DRESSES AS A GIRL, A MUXE DRESSES WITH HIS TRADITIONAL HUHIPILES AND ENAGUAS, IS PROUD OF WHERE SHE COMES FROM.

"IT'S A ROLE WHERE CULTURE PLAYS A FUNDAMENTAL PART THAT IS ALIGNED WITH SEXUALITY, A MUXE IS A TRADITIONAL WOMAN: SHE FEELS DREAMED ABOUT."

- MARITZA SANCHEZ MUXE

MUCHES TYPICALLY LIVE IN A RURAL TOWN IN MEXICO CALLED JUCHITAN IN THE STATE OF OAXACA.

MANY DO NOT IDENTIFY AS A MAN OR WOMAN, BUT AS A MUXE. SOME MAY FLUCTUATE THEIR GENDER IDENTITY BETWEEN MAN OR WOMAN BASED ON HOW THEY FEEL, BUT ULTIMATELY CONSIDER THEMSELVES AS A MUXE.
Juchitán is mostly a matriarchal society deeply rooted in ancient Zapotec culture. Indigenous people make up most of the town’s population.

The Juchitán has become a community model of pastiche; surviving through Spanish colonialism by successfully adapting to Spanish culture while still conserving their strong Zapotec roots.

The primary language of the town is Zapotec with Spanish being the secondary one.

Bienvenidos a Juchitán
Sicaru Beda Ndatu Lahuigixi

Though muxes’ origins are debated, it is thought that they originate from the ancient Zapotec culture, considering Zapotec’s genderless language.

Regardless of their exact origin the muxes have found their place in the pan-ethnic town, coexisting with the residents.
The Muxes in Juchitán

As a result of Juchitán’s matriarchy, intersectionality has become present in the town. Muxes are respected among women because of their feminine characteristics and are accepting of their sexual orientation.

Unlike the normative masculine culture of Mexico, feminine attributes are praised and women are honored for their hard work in Juchitán.

Some women desire muxes in their families. They consider it to be a blessing to have a son become a muxe.

“Sons and daughters get married and have families of their own, so the person that stays to care for the parents is the muxe. That’s why they are so highly valued.” - Pedro Martínez Linares, Muxe

Juchitán has provided a sanctuary where muxes can fully develop and participate in the community.
THE MUXES IN JUCHITAN

THE MUXES PLAY AN INTEGRAL ROLE IN PRESERVING THE TOWN'S ZAPOTEC CULTURE.

THEY KEEP THE CULTURE ALIVE WITH THEIR SKILLS IN ZAPOTEC CUISINES AND TRADITIONAL EMBROIDERY.

MANY OF THEM WORK IN RESTAURANTS, DESIGNING CLOTHES, OR SALONS AND SIGNIFICANTLY CONTRIBUTE TO THE ECONOMY.
THE MUXES AND RELIGION

Though the Catholic Spanish colonization deeply abhorred homosexuality, Juchitán was able to delink that particular aspect from its culture.

The town’s Catholic Church recognizes the muxes as important community members and so accept them into the church.

“Juchitán has had this culture for two thousand years; respect for these people is a sacred duty. The church sometimes doesn’t want to talk about homosexuality. But this is our church, our town.” - Father Francisco

Every year, Juchitán’s priest holds a special sermon honoring the muxes as part of a special queer-friendly festival.
SEX AND THE MUXES

THE MUXES ALSO PLAY ANOTHER ROLE WITHIN THE COMMUNITY. IT IS TRADITIONAL FOR JUCHITAN MEN TO HAVE THEIR FIRST SEXUAL ENCOUNTER WITH A MU XE.

THEY TEACH AND INTRODUCE THE TOWN TO THE WORLD OF SEX.

THE QUEER FRIENDLY SEXUAL ATMOSPHERE DEVELOPED IN JUCHITAN IS WIDELY DIFFERENT FROM THE HOSTILITY THAT THE REST OF MEXICO EXHIBITS.

NAOMI MÉNDEZ ROMERO, A MU XE ACTIVIST, HAS TAUGHT ABOUT THE DANGERS OF SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES AND HOW TO PROTECT ONESELF.

"THERE'S A TRADITION OF FATHERS BRINGING THEIR SONS TO A MU XE FOR THEIR FIRST SEXUAL EXPERIENCE" - RUBEN MARTÍNEZ "RUBITCH", MU XE
DISCRIMINATION

Unfortunately, when muxes attempt to leave their accepting town they are often met with discrimination.

THE REST OF MEXICO IS SO CEMENTED IN THEIR MACHISTA VIEWS THAT MUXES BECOME TARGETS OF HARSH TREATMENT.

Their bodies do not hold the same respect as they do back in their beloved town. In the end, many muxes return home.

RESISTANCE

Since there is wide discrimination of muxes outside of their town, they have become politically active and work to expand muxe rights.

Naomi Méndez Romero has fought for her rights to use the women’s bathroom while at her university. She is also the first muxe to legally change her sex from male to female on official documents.
A FESTIVAL

IN 1970, THE “LAS AUTÉNTICAS INTRÉPIDAS BUSCADORAS DE PELIGRO” ASSOCIATION WAS CREATED IN ORDER TO PROMOTE MUXES’ VALUE.

AS A WAY TO BOTH COMBAT DISCRIMINATION AGAINST MUXES AND TO CELEBRATE THEIR RICH AND UNIQUE CULTURE, THE ASSOCIATION PUTS ON “LA VELA DE LAS INTRÉPIDAS” EVERY YEAR.

FOR MUXES

LGBTQ PERSONS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD COME TO JUCHITAN TO PARTICIPATE OR WITNESS THE FESTIVAL.

THERE ARE EXTRAVAGANT PERFORMANCES FROM PERSONS WITH DIFFERENT GENDER IDENTITIES AND COMPETE TO BE NAMED QUEEN OF JUCHITAN.
WHAT IS ONE MAJOR TAKE AWAY AFTER LEARNING MORE ABOUT THE MUXES?